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Crap DO NOT INVEST IN. The developers forgot to ad a B or F note to the frigging timeline so no way can you make any
songs.. Very very bad. I wasted my money on this and it is super bad. it dosnt have fullscreen and not a lot of sound and there is
annoying background music.. Completely useless program. Seriously. Isn't even worth $0.99 and I paid $6.99!. The applications
does not support the VSTi digital instruments plugin API. Therefore, these are standalone applications that do not integrate with
an artists work environment, his DAW. While the application is useful to some, I miss many features and wonder why some
work the way they do. There is a beat you can add to your song, but these are merely samples and never get adjusted in speed
when you choose to do so. In other words, if you would use a beat, they are on a fixed BPM. I vote down, as this is not for me.
but it can surely be fun for the price it is available at, but just not for me.

Update v0.0.6 : Here's another mini update. This time you get a new toy: the M230 chain gun, which can be slaved to the
targeter (and by extension, your head). The slaving mode must be enabled in the weapon's CONFIG menu, and is only available
for use under a certain airspeed. The turret will be locked forward during high-speed forward flight. There's a new feature for
air-to-ground missiles. You can set them to "manual uncage" mode, which allows you to fire on targets without having to point
your nose directly towards them. To use it, set the option in the weapon's CONFIG menu. To uncage the seeker and slave it to
the TGP, hold down the trigger. It should automatically slew to the target point as long as it's within the missile's seeker range.
Then to fire, press the weapon-switch button on the joystick while still holding the trigger. The settings you select for weapons
will now be saved between flights, so you won't have to keep configuring the weapon settings such as seeker modes and ripple
rates. As usual, there are a few key fixes and changes. The full list is below. As for progress on the mission editor and new
vehicle--I'm at the point where I can fly both the AV-42C and the F/A-26B in custom missions created in the editor. The editor
just needs to have a few more features put in before its ready for you all to try. The fighter is all done externally, and about 80%
done internally. The internals have a few new features that will likely also make it into the VTOL, such as two additional smaller
MFDs to replace the RWR and fuel info hardware, which will allow for some more customization and more detailed
information. I'll have some teaser videos up soon for that! Until the major new features are ready, I'll continue to push smaller
updates such as this if there are any major bugs to fix or small features. Thanks everyone for your patience! Happy flying!
Alpha v0.0.6 Improvements - Added M230 Chain Gun (with gimbal) - Added manual uncage option for AGM-114, AGM-65,
CAGM-6 - Equipment settings are now persistent between flights - Added clear binding button - Added binding axis test -
Improved AI pilot use of missiles, especially heat-seeking - Improved AI pilot target prioritization and other combat behaviors
Changes - Adjusted interior/exterior audio mixing - Amplified audio sources that are exterior but attached to the vehicle -
Further reduced fog density - Increased max locking range for targeter - Added a far-distance LOD for city chunks - Increased
range of positions for spectator fly-by camera - Removed Mach as global speed units option - Mach number displayed in a
separate HUD element Fixes - Fixed rebinding of rudder between multiple controllers - Fixed certain missiles causing scraping
damage to aircraft when being launched - Fixed enemy soldiers were able to be loaded into passenger bay - Fixed soldiers
pausing when running - Fixed pitch ladder sometimes becoming unaligned - Fixed errors thrown by AI planes when map is
being set up. Update - v0.0.3 : Update v0.0.3 is now live. tldr: You need to enable HMCS power and lower the helmet visor to
use the head-mounted targeting display, and you must enable SOI (top right button) on the TGT or NAV display to control them
with your thumbstick. Night time flying is available in quick-flight. More details below. The main focus of this update was to
set up systems that will support future features, improve performance, and fix some of the issues reported since the last update.
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There's a new helmet with improved functionality such as a projected targeting display (no more one-eye display), a simplified
HUD that's projected to the visor when the cockpit HUD is not in view, and a nightvision mode. The HMCS power switch,
located under the HUD power switch, must be turned on to access the in-helmet display features. Another system that will
support future features is the MFD Sensor of Interest, or SOI. On MFD screens that support hand-on-stick inputs, there will be
an SOI button that lets you designate it to be controlled by your thumbstick or touchpad. For now, these include the TGT screen,
which has the same controls as before, and the NAV screen, which will now allow you to scroll around the map. In the future,
the NAV screen will allow you to set up custom waypoints and GPS targets for weapons. The beginnings of the night-time
environment are available to try out in the Quick Flight missions. There are still a number of things that need to be implemented
to fully support night-time flying such as adjustble HUD brightness, switchable dashboard label illumination, the effects of
reduced visibility to AI, etc. There are no new missions or tutorials yet since those that are planned will rely on features that are
still being implemented or changed. Part of the performance issues in the last update were caused by changes in the HUD, and
those have been addressed. There are also a few optimizations in other areas which should help too. Mission 4, while better than
last time, continues to have some performance issues, but I'll keep hunting down the causes and will solve them in time. Thanks
again to everyone who joined the VTOL VR community for early access! Please continue to report issues and make suggestions
on the Steam discussion page and discord server. Your input is invaluable! Here is a full list of changes in v0.0.3: Improvements.
Windows Mixed Reality Compatibility : The current public version of VTOL VR has been tested to work with Windows Mixed
Reality devices. Here's some notes: - It works by launching through Windows Mixed Reality for Steam - The thumb controls are
mapped to the touchpad, regardless of the option on the settings menu. Keep the thumbstick mode option set to DISABLED for
now. In the future, the game will detect which device you have (Vive/Rift/WMR) and set the input options automatically. -
SteamVR has reserved the left and right thumbstick buttons for certain commands. Left thumbstick button: Steam Dashboard.
Right thumbstick button: switch controller handedness. Unless this changes in the future, it means that you won't be able to use
the thumbstick in VTOL VR as intended since pressing on the thumb-control is used for important functions in the cockpit. As I
mentioned, only the touch-pad works in the game at the moment anyways.. Dev Log - November 22, 2017 (+Autumn Sale!) :
VTOL VR is 15% off for the Steam Autumn Sale! Since the last update, I've been working on tools that will make creating
content for the game a whole lot easier. These tools will be built into the game and will allow the community to create and share
custom missions and maps. The first tool will be the mission editor. Until the map creator is done, you will be able to use the
mission editor to create custom scenarios in the existing island/ocean map. I've also been working on the model for the
upcoming flyable Fighter/Attack jet. It will be an updated version of the jets that your wingmen currently fly. There's still many
things to do for it, so it won't be available until early 2018. I've recieved reports that a small number of players have experienced
getting a black screen after returning from a mission in the latest update. It's unclear why it only happens to a few people, but I
believe I've found the source of the problem, so it should be fixed in the next update. There's also an issue where the hardware
rudder binding will only detect one of your attached devices, so if you have several joysticks/controllers, it may not read your
rudder pedals. This issue has also been fixed for the next update.. Update v0.0.10 : Hello! It's time for an update to the main
branch of VTOL VR. Most of the changes in this update are small fixes and improvements for issues brought up in the
publictesting branch. There are also several new units and weapons available in existing missions and the mission editor. The
map editor isn't ready for general use yet, so it will remain available only on the opt-in publictesting branch, however I've
included one of the test maps which can be flown in a custom mission for the AV-42C. You can also create custom missions of
your own in this map using either vehicle in the mission editor. While my main targets for the update haven't been reached yet, I
wanted to push a main branch update so at least everyone will benefit from the numerous fixes and improvements. Here are the
highlights: The Island mission 7 Trees and updated terrain/environment textures MK-82 AIR (high drag) bombs for both
vehicles Rockets for the F/A-26B Rocket salvo options (fire multiple rockets at the same time) Enemy units: Aircraft carrier,
stationary AAA turrets, MANPADS, rocket-launcher droneships Allied units: Main battle tanks, MANPADS AV-42C HUD
declutter switch Visor and NVG buttons to help WMR users The full list of changes: Alpha v0.0.10AV-42C- Added HUD
declutter switch- Adjusted sizes and positions of HUD elements- Switched fonts to non-dynamic (improve performance)- Fixed
HUD brake indicator overlapping HUD messages- Changed "Labels" light switches to "INST" (instrument)- Fixed instrument
light switch tooltip- Added mission 7 to The Island campaignF/A-26B- Updated gun audio and visual effects- Fixed wing fold
audio issues- Fixed weapon launch indicator light not attached to canopy frame- Replaced old quick-flight missions with custom
quick-flight campaignMission Editor- Fixed: tutorial objects were visible in static objects selector- Fixed: Flight scene
sometimes failed to load after reverting to editor then testing again- Fixed launching mission with custom map and 'optional
environment' enabled- Added forced fuel setting when equipment is not configurable- Prevent duplicating player spawn- Raised
default mission budget- Added event action to send a GPS target to the player- Added event action to send a GPS path to the
player- Added select 'all' button in unit multi-selector window- Added command for landing AI VTOLs at a waypoint- Switched
toolbar fonts to non-dynamic to fix occasional jumbled text/improve performance- Fixed error when attempting to save with a
path that has no points- Fixed units sometimes displaying out of order in unit listsUnits- Fixed: Enemy artillery could still move
and shoot after being destroyed- Fixed ASF-58 equipment configuration- Added static enemy AAA turret (Z20x2)- Added
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static enemy long range detection/acquisition radar- Added standard bombs for GAV-25 Bullshark- Added MK-82AIR to
F/A-26B AI equipment- Fixed issue preventing AWACS and tanker from using countermeasures- Added enemy aircraft
carrier- Set up enemy ASF-33 for carrier operations- Added allied and enemy MANPADS units- Added allied main battle tank
unit- Fixed broken machine gun turrets on tanks- Fixed broken rail path behavior for ground units- Added death animations to
infantry soldiers- Added rocket launcher variant of enemy drone gunboat unit- Added LOD for allied carrier unitEquipment-
Fixed errors when activating an AGM when no TGP is attached- Added Hydra-70 launchers to F/A-26B- Adjusted Hydra-70
rockets and launchers to be correct diameter and length- Added MK-82AIR high drag bombs- Added Hydra-70 x19 pod for
AV-42C- Added Mk-83 1000lb bomb for F/A-26B player and AI- Added bomb release safety: bombs won't release with
negative G's- Fixed CCRP Auto issue with CBU-97- Added salvo option for rocket launchersAI- Allied AI planes will
(optionally) automatically find a tanker to refuel when low on fuel- Fixed: AI pilot using rockets didn't lead moving targets-
Fixed: AI pilot sometimes launched AGM from outside max range- Allowed AI pilot to release multiple bombs when targets are
clustered together- Improved and added variation to AI pilot bombing- Improved AI pilot collision avoidance with terrain-
Improved AI take-off traffic management on carriers - Fixed VTOL AI issues when landing while yawing- Fixed IR SAM
launchers leading target incorrectlyGeneral- Added trees- Adjusted island terrain colors/textures- Fixed cockpit button and pilot
position issues when spawning far from the center of a map- Fixed bullet tracer width sometimes glitching on first frame- Fixed
refuel tanker guidelights error when target is destroyed- Added heat to missiles so they can be targeted by IR based counter-
missile systems- Fixed performance issues caused by ship wakes- Fixed performance issue caused by city blocks- Added jet
wash effects when over water- Added visor and NVG toggle buttons for both vehicles- Fixed errors when launching game with
multiple custom missions with same ID- Custom missions with duplicate IDs will be renamed on launch- Custom missions
installed incorrectly (incorrect filepath) will be repaired- Updated environments- Fixed lighting glitches on ship wakes- Fixed
death caused by body physics shaking when framerate is low- Minor optimizations to scriptsAkutan (island map)- Lowered city
seawalls- Fixed city LOD- Fixed graphical glitches when rearming at airbase. Update v0.0.5 : Hi everyone! This is update is
mostly a set of fixes to common issues that were preventing people from playing and causing some existing features to not work
properly. Here are the main ones: - Pilot creation keyboard - Rudder input binding - Black screen when returning from mission -
Anti-ship missile guidance failure with only one waypoint Also, there was a problem with the update process that cause some
players' pilot save file to be overwritten. Sorry about that! That should no longer be an issue. As I mentioned in the recent dev
log, a lot of work is going into the mission editor and flyable fighter vehicle, so it will still be a little while before tangible new
features make their way into updates. Please continue to let me know if you have any issues with the current version. Thank you
all so much! Here is a full list of changes: Alpha v0.0.5 Improvements - Added built-in keyboard for Pilot creation.. Dev Report
Nov 30, 2018 : First, I'd like to apologise for the lack of announcements here on the Steam page and participation in the Steam
discussions forum. You can rest assured that VTOL VR development is still very active! It has been a few months since the last
major update (v0.0.10), but since then, Ive been hard at work adding new features and releasing them in small updates to the
public testing branch. Most of the work has been towards updating radar mechanics, adding wingmen voices and voice
recognition, and making progress on the map editor. Along side the major changes are the usual general improvements to
vehicle cockpits, additional weapons, and optimizations. The new radar system takes into account the radar cross section (RCS)
of each aircraft at all view angles, physical effects such as Doppler and ground clutter, and simulates the effects of chaff more
realistically. These changes allow you to employ more advanced radar missile/detection and avoidance techniques and make for
a more dynamic and engaging combat environment. This feature can be enabled in the game settings menu of the publictesting
branch. With the help of many generous volunteers, each wingman can now have one of over 20 unique voices when calling out
enemy contacts, missile shots, etc. Voices can be assigned to a specific wingman in the mission editor, or left to be randomly
shuffled. On compatible systems (Windows 10), you can also enable voice recognition by switching on the mic on the cockpits
comms panel. Youll be able to command wingmen to attack targets, set formations, refuel, etc, with more commands to come.
With the new voices and the addition of voice recognition, the battlefield feels much more alive. I bet youre all getting tired of
the standard island map. The map editor will be a crucial tool for creating unique locations to fly different missions and
campaigns. You will be able to import heightmaps, modify the terrain using simple tools, easily generate cities, place military
bases and other static objects, and place roads, bridges, and highways. You can create maps from as small as 24km by 24km to
as large as 196km by 196km, in different biomes such as boreal, arctic, or desert. Like the mission editor, youll be able to zip up
the generated map files and share them with other players. If you want to try and give feedback on the latest features, you can
opt-in to the public testing branch by going into the Betas tab in the games properties windows on Steam.. Early Access Release
: VTOL VR alpha v0.0.1 is now available! Please be aware that this is an Early Access release. While there is plenty of fun to be
had, the game is not yet complete. Over the course of Early Access, we will be continuously improving the game and adding
more missions, vehicles, weapons, and other exciting features. If you find issues or have suggestions, you can post them in their
respective sub forums in the VTOL VR Steam Community Discussions page. The in-game tutorials are also not complete yet, so
if you have any questions about how to do something, feel free to ask in the discussion forum as well.. v0.0.11f5 Patch : Patches
3, 4, and 5 for v0.0.11 have been pushed from the test branch to the main branch. Patch 3 in particular brought dramatically
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improved memory usage when loading and unloading custom maps.
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